


















 

The Eden Gardens is an iconic cricket 
ground in Kolkata, India. Established in 
1864, it is the oldest and second largest 
cricket stadium in India after the newly 
built Sardar Patel Stadium and third in 
the world after Sardar Patel 
Stadium and Melbourne  
Cricket Ground. It is the home  
venue of the Bengal cricket  
team and the IPL franchise  
cricket team Kolkata Knight  
Riders, and is also a venue 
for Test, ODI and T20I matches 
of the India national cricket  
team. The stadium currently has a 
capacity of 80,000. On 22 November 
2019, the venue hosted the first 
ever day/night test match in India 
during second Test between India and 
Bangladesh.  
Eden Gardens is often referred to as 
home of Indian cricket. It has the fastest 
outfield among all the cricket stadiums in 
India therefore it is regarded as 
"Batsman's Paradise”. The ground has 
been referred to as  
"cricket's answer to the  
Colosseum," and is widely  
acknowledged to be  
one of the most iconic  
cricket stadiums in the world. 
The stadium was established  
in 1864. The stadium gets  
its name from the Eden  
Gardens, one of the oldest parks in 
Kolkata, adjacent to the stadium, 
designed in 1841 and named after the 
Eden sisters of Lord Auckland, the 
then Governor-General of India. 

The first recorded Test at the venue was 
held in 1934 
between England and India, its first One 
Day International in 1987 between India 
and Pakistan and its first T20 
international in 2011 between India and  
                   England. The Hero Cup semi  
                   final featuring India and South        
                   Africa was the first Day/Night              
                   match. 
                   The Stadium is the  
                   headquarters of the Cricket  
                   Association of Bengal. The  
                   stadium's Club House is named 
after former Chief Minister of West 
Bengal Dr. B. C. Roy. 
Eden Gardens stands have been named 
after prominent local cricketers and 
soldiers. 2 stands were named after 
Indian cricketers - Sourav 
Ganguly and Pankaj Roy while 2 after 
cricket administrators - BN Dutt 
and Jagmohan Dalmiya. On 27 April 
2017, 4 stands were named after Indian 
soldiers - Colonel Neelakantan      
                    Jayachandran Nair,  
                    Havildar Hangpan Dada,  
                    Lieutenant Colonel Dhan  
                    Singh Thapa and  
                    Subedar Joginder Singh  
                    Sahnan. 
                     Eden Gardens is renowned for  
                     its large and vociferous  
                     crowds. Former Aussie 
captain Steve Waugh considers it as 
'Lord's of the subcontinent'. 
The 2000/01 Test match between India 
and Australia is widely considered to be 
one of the greatest Test matches in 
cricket history. 
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